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The class of Schur subspace estimators provides a parametrization of all minimal-rank matrix approximants that lie within a speciﬁed distance of a given matrix, and in particular gives expressions
for the column spans of these approximants. Unlike previous numerically unstable algorithms, this paper presents a signed URV decomposition (SURV) that efﬁciently and stably computes the Schur subspace estimator. Given a threshold on the singular values of the data
matrix, SURV tracks the orthonormal basis of the principal/minor
subspace and the rank of the subspace at the same time exactly with
respect to the threshold at a computational complexity of O(m2 ) per
vector update or downdate. SURV is not an iterative method.
Index Terms— Subspace tracking, generalized Schur algorithm, signed URV, signed Cholesky factorization.
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principal subspace of X in the sense of (1), then the subspace is given by ran {B − AM} for any pair (A, B) and any matrix M such
that M ≤ 1. A and B follow from the factorization




N X Θ= A 0 B 0 ,
(3)
where N is any matrix such that NNH =γ 2 I, and Θ is a J-unitary
matrix [4]. Straightforward generalizations of above subspace estimates are possible. Suppose that we know RÑ≤ γ 2 RN instead of
Ñ ≤ γ, where RN could be an estimate of the noise covariance
matrix RÑ , an implicit signed Cholesky factorization of XXH −
γ 2 RN can provide a minimal-rank approximant X̂ such that
−1/2

RN

I NTRODUCTION

Fast adaptive subspace estimation and tracking plays an important role in modern signal processing. It forms the key ingredient in
many algorithms, such as adaptive ﬁltering, system identiﬁcation,
blind channel estimation, and blind signal separation and equalization algorithms.
The literature related to the topic of subspace tracking is extremely rich, such as [1]. A URV decomposition [2] supports efﬁcient tracking of the principal/minor subspace and the rank of the
subspace. URV provides good estimates within few data samples at
a computational complexity of O(m2 ) per vector update or downdate. The drawbacks with URV are that its updating steps are either
imprecise or complex since they are based on an iteration to ﬁnd the
smallest singular value, and its downdating steps are not stable [3]
without the help of exponential windows.
An algorithm comparable with URV is the Schur subspace estimation (SSE) technique [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] based on the knowledge of an upper bound γ on the noise power. Given a m × n2
data matrix X, measured column-by-column, that satisﬁes the model X = X̃+ Ñ, where X̃ is a low rank matrix and Ñ is a disturbance,
this technique gives a parametrization of the class of all X̂ that satisfy
X − X̂ ≤ γ.
(1)
where · denotes the matrix 2-norm and X̂ has a minimal rank. In
fact, this minimal rank is d, where d is the number of singular values
of X that are larger than γ. The truncated SVD (TSVD) is within
the class, but it is not explicitly identiﬁed. The computation is based
on an implicit signed Cholesky factorization
XXH − γ 2 I = BBH − AAH ,

(4)

In [4], a speciﬁc “unbiased” subspace estimator within the class of
(1) is given as
SSE − 2 :USSE−2 = B − AMΘ ,
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(5)

This estimator shows good performance in tracking principal/minor
subspace [4]. Previously, the hyperbolic URV (HURV) algorithm [5]
was derived to compute and update the decomposition (3), (5), and
the resulting A, B have good properties as
ran{B}⊂ran{X}, B≤X ,
ran{A}⊂ran{N}, A≤N .

(6)
(7)

In this paper, we propose a new SSE-2 updating algorithm,
called the signed URV decomposition (SURV). SURV keeps the
good properties as (6), (7). In contrast to HURV, SURV is numerically stable as it uses at most one hyperbolic rotation per vector
update or downdate.
2

J- UNITARY M ATRICES

At this section, we review some materials on J-unitary matrices from
[4]. A square matrix Θ is J-unitary if it satisﬁes
ΘH JΘ = J, ΘJΘH = J,

(8)

where J is a signature matrix which follows some prescribed (p +
q) × (p + q) block-partitioning of Θ:

(2)

where A, B have minimal dimensions m × (m − d) and m × d, respectively, and are not unique (H denotes the Hermitian transpose).
If we are interested only in the column span of X̂, i.e., the rank d
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(X − X̂) ≤ γ.
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p

q




Θ11 Θ12
+Ip
, J=
.
Θ=
q Θ21 Θ22
−Iq
p

(9)



If Θ is applied to a block-partitioned matrix A B , then





A B Θ= C D ⇒ AAH − BBH =CCH − DDH .

(10)
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Table 1. Elementary j-unitary zeroing rotations.1

Table 2. Four types of zeroing schemes.1



1. Input: r x , |r|>|x| , j=diag{+1, −1} or j=diag{−1, +1};




Output: θ such that r x θ = r 0 ;



1 −s 1
x
,
s
=
,
c
=
1−|s|2 .
Solution: θ =
∗
r
1 c

 −s
2. Input: r x , |r|<|x|, j=diag{+1, −1} or j=diag{−1, +1};




Output: θ such that r x θ = 0 r ;



1 −s∗ 1
r
,
s
=
,
c
=
1−|s|2 .
Solution: θ =
c
x

 −s 1
3. Input: r x , |r|+|x|=0, j=diag{+1, +1} or j=diag{−1, −1};




Output: θ such that r x θ = r 0 ;

 ∗

√
c −s
, s = x/ r∗ r+x∗ x , c = 1−|s|2 .
Solution: θ = ∗
c
s
This is essentially a Givens rotation.
1

1. Givens row-column-combined rotations(GRCR)

  tozero ck .
ck
0
H
= 
;
(a) Determine q such that q
ck+1
ck+1


(b) Apply qH to row pair (k, k + 1) of R c . Apply q
to column pair (k, k + 1) of Q;


 
0 ;
(c) Determine θ such that rkk rk(k+1) θ = rkk
(d) Apply θ to column pair (k, k + 1) of R.
2. Givens column rotations (GCR)
 ck (jk = jc).
 to zero
0 ;
(a) Determine θ such that rkk ck θ = rkk
(b) Apply θ to the k-th column of R and c.
3. Hyperbolic column rotations (HCR) to zero ck (similar to
Type 2 but jk = −jc ).
4. Givens row rotations (GRR) to zero
 rk(k+1) . 

0
rk(k+1)
H
(a) Determine q such that q
= 
;
r(k+1)(k+1)
r(k+1)(k+1)


H
(b) Apply q to row pair (k, k + 1) of R c . Apply q
to column pair (k, k + 1) of Q.

∗ denotes the conjugate operator.

Hence, J assigns a positive signature to the columns of A, C, and a
negative signature to those of B, D.
A 2 × 2 matrix θ is an elementary j-unitary rotation if it satisﬁes
θ H jθ = j, θjθ H = j. In Table 1 we list the elementary j-unitary
zeroing rotations used in this paper .
3

S IGNED URV D ECOMPOSITION

Let N : m × n1 and X : m × n2 be given matrices. Θ is a J-unitary
matrix partitioned conformably as


n

n

1
2



Θ11 Θ12
+In1
,J =
.
Θ=
n2 Θ21 Θ22
−In2


Introduce a QR factorization of A B :

n1

m−d

(11)

d




 
H 

A B ,
R= RA RB =QH A B = QA QB

(12)

where R is triangular and Q is unitary. Hyperbolic URV decomposition computes and updates the factorization satisfying following
two equations,
n1

m−d
+

n2

n1 −
m+d

+
 + −

QH N X Θ= RA 0

n2 −d
−

d
−

RB 0



,

(13)

where in addition Θ satisﬁes (because (3) is not unique)
m−d
+

n

n

 1 2 
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−
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∗
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∗


,

(14)

where T is an invertible matrix, and the sign + and − above matrices denote the positive and negative signatures of the columns in
those matrices, respectively. This condition guarantees MΘ = 0
in [5] so that USSE−2 = B. The proposed algorithm, SURV, only
tracks (13) and is such that the structure of (14) is automatically satisﬁed. SURV uses at most one hyperbolic rotation per vector update
or downdate which occurs between only two entries (not vectors)
and hence can be numerically stable (unlike HURV which uses up to
three hyperbolic rotations).
If we choose R to be lower triangular, then
ran {QB } = ran {B} .

(15)
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Type 1, 2 and 4 are using Case 3 in Table 1. Type 3 is using Case 1 and
2 in Table 1.

Hence, the columns of QB form an orthonormal basis of SSE2. If our objective was to estimate a subspace basis of ran {A},
then we would swap A and B or take R upper triangular so that
ran {QA } = ran {A}. Complete theorems to motivate SURV were
proven but here is no place to show them. The theorems proposed in
[5] could be a reference.
In view of (10), it is seen that a downdating scheme for X or N,
i.e., recomputing the decomposition after removing some columns
of X or N can easily be implemented by updating N or X with
these columns of opposite signatures, respectively. In fact, updating
and downdating problems have no essential difference in SURV, and
hence we will refer to “updating” in general.
4

U PDATING SURV

In this section, we investigate how this factorization can be updated
when new columns for X and N become available. Here, R is chosen to be lower triangular. For a new coming vector cnew , we deﬁne
c = QH cnew . Denote the signature of cnew by jc , where jc = +1
if we are extending N by cnew else jc = −1 if we are extending X
by cnew . Denote the signature of R by diag{j1 , j2 , . . . , jm }. Let
ck denote the k-th entry of c and rkl denote the (k, l) entry of R.
Because of potential numerical instability associated with hyperbolic rotations, the updating steps are designed to use at most only
one hyperbolic rotation per vector update. Due to the limitation of
pages, the detailed analysis of the updating steps is not shown here.
The conclusion of this analysis is that the
algorithm only
 updating

consists of the steps for reducing R c to R 0 (although R
is also used for an intermediate quantity when c is not yet 0). Q
and R are stored and tracked, but Θ and T do not need to be stored
and tracked because (14) is automatically satisﬁed. To list the updating algorithm, we deﬁne four types of zeroing schemes as listed in
Table 2.
The actual steps of the updating algorithm are determined by
d. The summarized updating algorithm is listed in Table 3, which
contains two phases, one to zero c and the other one to recover the
lower triangular structure of R.
After the zeroing steps described in the upper part of Table 3,
the signature of the resulting matrix R c may be unsorted. If

=jc in the case
we store c into the last column of R and let jm

Table 3. The updating algorithm.1
jc = +1 case
The zeroing steps:
for k = 1:1:(m−d)
zero ck using GCR;
end

while HURV encounters a break down in this case.
The initialization is set as

jc = −1 case

for k = 1:1:(m−d−1)
zero ck using GRCR;
end
if d < m
for k=(m−d+1):1:(m−1)
for k=(m−d):1:(m−1)
zero ck using GRCR;
swap col(k, k+1) of R;
end
zero rk(k+1) using GRR;
end
for k = (m−d):1:(m−1)
if d > 0
zero ck using GCR;
zero cm using HCR.
end
end
zero cm using HCR.
else
for k = 1:1:m
zero ck using GCR;
end
end

 Store c into the last col of R and let jm
=jc in the case


+jc )/2.
|rmm |<|cm |, jm = −jc . Then calculate d = d−(jm

The sorting steps (if jm = +1):
for k = m:−1:(m−d+2)
for k = m:−1:(m−d+1)
swap col(k − 1, k) of R ;
swap col(k − 1, k) of R ;
zero r(k−1)k using GRR;
zero r(k−1)k using GRR;
end
end
1

“col” denotes “column”. The matlab syntax is used for expressing the
loop index k. Steps violating this syntax do not exist.

|rmm | < |cm |, jm = −jc (at this time c is nonzero and the last
column of R is zero), then only the columns of R are involved in
the sorting steps. The number of columns of R B , d , i.e., the rank of
this principal subspace after updating, which is related to d, jc and


at this moment, is deﬁned as d = d − (jm
+ jc )/2. Now if the
jm


= +1, sorting is
last column of R has a positive signature, i.e., jm
possibly needed. The lower part of Table 3 shows the sorting steps.
The computational complexity of the proposed updating algorithm is of O(m2 ) per vector update. SURV runs at least three times
faster than URV. For the proposed updating algorithm, the highlight
is that only onehyperbolic
rotation is needed by entries at the bottom

right corner of R c . This hyperbolic rotation only acts on the two
nonzero entries, rmm and cm . Given the numerically stable forms
for hyperbolic rotations in Case 1 and Case 2:




(16)
Case 1 : r x θ = r 1 − |s|2 0 ,




2
(17)
Case 2 : r x θ = 0 x 1 − |s| ,


it is possible to compute rmm cm θ directly avoiding the potential singularity problem arising from the intermediate computation
of θ. Since Case 3 is actually a Givens rotation, which is known to
be stable, our proposed algorithm is clearly stable. This algorithm
efﬁciently computes SSE-2 without the inversion computation in the
deﬁnition of SSE-2, which may introduce another issue of numerical
stability.
We should regard the extreme case |rmm | = |cm |, jm = −jc
as a type of critical state, which corresponds to the case that a singular value of the data matrix equals to γ. Our strategy is to slightly
perturb cm and then this case is dealt as a |rmm | > |cm | case if
jc = +1 or a |rmm| < |c
 m | case if jc = −1. After that processing,
the actual result is 0 0 . The updating of SURV is still continuous,
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n1 = m, n2 = 0, d = 0,
R = RA = N = γIm , RB = ∅, X = ∅, Q = Im ,

(18)

where R can also be assigned a suitable other lower triangular matrix.
5

S IMULATION R ESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the numerical stability of SURV, and
compare its performance with HURV and URV. The data model is
deﬁned as
x(t) = A(t)s(t) + n(t),
(19)
where m ≥ d, A(t): m × d has d singular values all 1, s(t) : d × 1
is formed by i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
standard deviation σs = 1, n(t): m × 1 is formed by i.i.d. Gaussian
noise with zero mean and standard deviation σn , and x(t): m × 1.
The received data matrix is formed as X = [x(1), · · · , x(k)]m×k .
A n-vector (n<k) wide sliding window is used to slide on X to
compute the subspace of the received data matrix. The x(t) inside
the window form the data matrix W. Every W is processed by SVD
to generate the rank estimate dˆsvd corresponding to the threshold,
and the principal subspace Usvd corresponding to the known number
of signals d. Rank errors occur when estimates dˆ = dˆsvd or dˆ = d
depending on the criterion. The rank error rate (RER) is deﬁned by
RER = Number of rank errors/Total number of tests.

(20)

The error of the principal subspace estimate Û is deﬁned by
If dˆ = d, eÛ = ÛZ − Usvd ; else eÛ = 1,

(21)

where Z = ÛH Usvd . The factorization error is deﬁned as
ef = TJTH − QRJRH QH ,
(22)


where T = γI W for SURV and HURV, and T = W, J = I
for URV. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is deﬁned as SNR =
10 log(σs2 /σn2 ). The same threshold γ = 1.24α is given to all al√
gorithms, where α = σn (1 + m/n) n [9] and γ is a reasonable
threshold on the largest singular value due to noise (resulting in no
false alarm rate for m = 16 and n = 20). The matlab code of URV
is taken from UTV-tools [10] but we slightly modiﬁed it to make it
run in nonstationary cases.
Fig. 1 shows the factorization error of SURV, HURV and URV
in different cases. Fig. 1(a) shows the boxplot of the factorization error over 105 Monte Carlo runs at given SNRs. Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c)
show the factorization error for tracking in a stationary case and in
a nonstationary case with d switching between 1 and 3 every 150
samples, respectively. It is seen from Fig. 1(a) that HURV sometimes is not as stable as SURV and URV. The reason is that HURV
uses at most three hyperbolic rotations per vector update (also tracks
two entries of Θ), and a situation that two large hyperbolic rotations
cancel each other might happen. However, SURV uses at most one
hyperbolic rotation per vector update and then gives a stable factorization. It is seen from Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) that URV encounters
break downs frequently while never a break down occurs in SURV.
Fig. 2 shows the subspace tracking performance of SURV,
HURV and URV in a stationary case at given SNRs. Fig. 2(a),
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) show the rank error rate compared with the
real number of signals d, the rank error rate compared with dˆsvd

Monte Carlo runs of the factorization of matrices
γ = 1.24α, Number of runs = 1 × 105
d = 2, m = 16, n = 20

Factorizaion error ef
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Fig. 3. Subspace tracking performance of SURV, HURV and URV
in a nonstationary case at given SNRs.

uses at most only a single hyperbolic rotation per vector update and
provides a numerically stable computation of the Schur subspace estimators (unlike the previously proposed algorithm in [5]).
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and the averaged subspace error of the estimated principal subspace
over 2 × 104 updates, respectively. The rank estimate of URV is
unreliable at low SNRs, while SURV and HURV always give rank
estimates consistent with SVD. This implies that URV cannot track
the rank of the subspace well in nonstationary cases.
Fig. 3 shows the subspace tracking performance of SURV,
HURV and URV in a nonstationary case at given SNRs with d
switching between 2 and 4 every 150 samples. Fig. 3 is similar to
Fig. 2 except that in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c) we collect data only in
stationary parts without those in the transient parts at rank changes.
It is seen from Fig. 3 that SURV and HURV always give rank estimates consistent with SVD and good estimates of the principal
subspace. However, URV gives a lot of rank errors and encounters
break downs even at high SNRs.
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C ONCLUSION

This paper proposed a signed URV decomposition and its updating
algorithm for subspace tracking. The proposed updating algorithm
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